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DISCOVER GREECE FROM DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE

According to legends, God, while creating the world, sifted the soil
through a strainer so that each country would receive the best
terrain. The stones remaining in the strainer were thrown over his
shoulder behind him - this was how Greece was supposed to be
created. The country has nearly 2,500 islands, although only 165 are
inhabited.

During one of the battles for independence, Greek troops clashed with the Turkish garrison on the
Acropolis hill. At one point, the Turks ran out of missiles and began cutting marble columns to use
as such. The Greeks reacted quickly by sending them ammunition saying "We have bullets for you,
don't just touch these columns."

This is not a trick question of 
intelligence at all. The name 
of one of the most famous 
Greek philosophers - Plato -
is actually a nickname. 
In Greek, plati is the back, 
and plato is the broad-
backed man. 

Do you know Plato's name?

In ancient Greece, the apple was a 
symbol of Aphrodite and love. 

Tossing it to someone was a 
declaration of love. If that person 

caught the fruit, it meant accepting 
the feeling. In Raben, instead of 

throwing an apple, we will gladly 
send you an offer for transport. 

Will you accept it? 

Valentine's apple

The Greek language is one of the 
oldest in Europe. The term "Greek" 
comes from the Romans. The 
name used by the ancient Greeks 
was Hellenic. Thousands of words 
in many European languages 
come from precisely Hellenic. 

The ancient Greeks 
not only created 
democracy, 
philosophy and 
theater, but also the 
oldest toy in Europe, 
the "yo-yo".

Yo-yo

Heritage protection

The cradle of languages



GREECE IS SIGA-SIGA

Siga-siga is slow life in the 
Greek edition. Take it slow, 

easy and stress-free. Joy in 
what is now, focus on the 
moment, delight in small 

things - in Greece life 
should be tasted.

A wedding without the traditional Greek Zorba? There are no such in Poland. Zorba, or actually
Sirtaki, is a pseudo-folk dance created in 1964 for the film Zorba the Greek. The production
shows the world how much the Greeks love to dance. They really love to do it. There are over
four thousand different traditional styles of dance in this country.

When in Greece, never, ever show
an open hand gesture. This is
considered an insult, a
manifestation of disgust, and
even a curse on the interlocutor!
This is one of the most common
ways to offend someone.

Watch out

Let's dance Zorba!

The capital of Greece - Athens is divided with Warsaw in a 
straight line almost 1,595 km. This route can be easily covered 
by car - it will take 23 hours, and the car meter will be enriched 
by 2,342 km. Hiking enthusiasts can "take a walk", which will 
take them about 395 hours of continuous walking. The easiest 
way to cover this distance is by plane - it will take 2 hours and 
30 minutes. When you send your goods to Greece, you also 
have a choice. Will you use sea or air transport? Or maybe 
road transport? Contact us. At Raben, we will advise you on 
the best means of transport and take care of your shipments. 

Far or near? for gestures
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It doesn't matter if you like Zorba or the siga-siga philosophy. The important thing is that we can 
take care of your goods and transport them efficiently and safely to where they are to be. Check 
what we can do for you and contact us!

In export: connections 2-3 times a week from Czechowice-Dziedzice to Thessaloniki and
Aspropyrgos with a delivery time of 6-12 days (not applicable to Cyprus) in the door-2-door
system. In import, departures from Greece once a week to Czechowice-Dziedzice with a delivery
time of 6-12 days.

We transport groupage cargo (both parcels and pallets), partial deliveries and full truck loads (FTL).
We support consolidation projects in order to optimize costs. We transport many product groups,
including food, industrial and dangerous goods (ADR). We know how to do it right!

WE CONNECT

POLAND - GREECE

 Fast delivery time
 Continuously monitored transport (ETA)
 Own network of terminals
 Support for consolidation projects
 A modern transport fleet
 Handling of dangerous goods ADR 

Benefits of working with Raben:

Raben Logistics Polska sp. z o.o.
ul. Zbożowa 1, 62-023 Robakowo
T.: +48 61 898 88 00 |   E.: poland.info@raben-group.com
www.raben-group.com
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